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Abst act:

-sections for the production of TT+ and n~ have been measured
a wide range of angles for |2C + 'Li, 12C + 12C and 12C + '^Pb

collisions at 60A, 75A and 85A ffeV. Spectral shapes and absolute
yields are reproduced reasonably well by nucleon-nucleon scattering
calculations, assuming interacting soft momentum spheres. The
apparent velocity of the system in which the ^+ emission is
symmetric, is closer to the nucleus-nucleus cm. velocity than to the
mean speed system.

The Coulomb corrected *"At rations close to unity for 12C + 1 2C.
The corresponding ratio for "2C + - --)8Pb ig^hcwever, much larger than
expected only from the neutron excess in

over
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1. Introduction.

It is tempting tc believe that the substantial cross-section for pion

production, which has been found in heavy ion collisions with

bombarding energies far below the free nucleon-nucleon (NN)

threshold0»2/f is an indication of that more than two nucleons

interact cooperatively. The excitation spectra of light nuclei in

(Vt11) &n^ (^Ee,O reactions^'1 have certainly supported such a

view. When discussing heavy :on collisions, we must bear in mind that

the double Fermi rsoEentam boost brings down the threshold of pion

production, also in a quasi-free NN scattering picture, to only a few

tens of MeV per nucleon'^»^-. So far all heavy ion experiments have

been performed well above this threshold.

Since it is sometioies claimed that pion production, particularly at

backward angles, in relativistic heavy-ion reactions can be explained

only with a coherent (cumulative) mechanism'1-'', it is of great

interest to confront data at much lower beam energies both with

coherent moaels and with NN scattering models. In this paper we

report on an experiment, where we have measured w + and * ~ cross-

sections for symmetric (1% + 1;%) as well as asymmetric O^C + Til,

12Q + 208p)3) heavy ion collisions. The data is compared with a

nucleon-nucleon (NN) scattering model*-3', in which particular

attention is paid to "low energy phenomena" such as diffuse internal

momentum distributions and Pauli blocking, as well as to correction

for reabsorption. It should be noticed that due to the large angles

and high velocities of all registered pions > 0.5 compared to

i 0.4), we should no:, expect any Coulomb focusing effects of

the kind discussed
energies^» 10;#

for experiments at much higher beam

2. Experimental Details.

The high intensity ^C beam at the CERN synchrocyclotron has made it

possible to measure pion production cross-sections at energies far

below the free KN scattering threshold '^'.



In the present experiment f-y.w plastic scintillator range-telescopes,

placed outside a vacuui sondering chamber, viewed the target from

positions "between 20° and 150c (fig. 1). Each telescope consisted of

12 plastic sciatillatcrs (S-; - Si?) covering a solid angle of 10-20

msr. The first four scintillators were mainly used for discrimination

against the intense proton background. Detectors SC-S^Q are the

elements in which stopping picas were detected (27 MeV < 3^ < 82

MeV). Si i and S ^ (with a 0u absorber in between) enabled counting of

the high energy picns (3<r > 82 MeV). Measurements at the same angle

with different telescopes, verified their mutual normalisation.

The proton background is stronger dependant on the detection angle,

due to the stronger forward peaking of fast protons'"', compared to

pions in nuclear collisions at these energies (up to 10^ protons per

emitted pion at forward angles). Thus a powerful hardware rejection

of protons is needed to reduce the number of stored events. For

particles stopping in Sj (or 3-?+-;), the maximum signal for pions from

S|_2 is always smaller thar. the minimum signal for protons. A

discriminator level, set between these values, removed 99# of the

proton background. The rejection, was efficient enough to enable

measurement at angles e ~: 21°.

The final off-li^.e separation of charged picns from protons is then
.i-T

straightforward by use of L2^ - &Ej andSAEj - A B J correlations. In

general, three or four A E signals are sufficient for the separation.

When air" stops, it is captured, by a nucleus in the detector

material. The extra energy-deposit, by products from the capturing

nucleus in the stop detector, can not be resolved from the prompt

pion energy-deposit. Thus, in order to loose as few V as possible,

no cuts were made in the stop-energy signal.

Two different methods^^1 to separate *+ from TT~ were tried, both

based on the decay of the r+ into M + + ̂  with &. mean life-time of

t =26 ns and a mono-energetic rauon of 4.2 MeV.

i) The time between the prompt stop-signal and the possible

delayed (;,+) aifnal wr measured in a window of 16£t£100 ns.



The lower lixit was set by the fast recovery time of the

electronics. A.n ̂ vtrapolation of the decay function («e~^'T )

gave the number ^f r-+ at t=0. The number of T~ was then

obtained by subtracting the number of rr+ from the total

number of charged pions.

ii) The second method compared two integrations of the energy

pulse, one with a prorrpt time gate (Qp - "the whole pulse")

and the other with the gate delayed by 10-20 ns (Q<j - "only

the tail"). The Qp - Q~ correlation was very sensitive to the

appearance of the muon signal within the delayed gate'13).

The two methods were checked against each other and were found to

give consistent results. In this experiment, the efficiency of method

ii) was less accurately knowr. than that for method i). Thus the

results of method i) were finally used. However, a recent test of the

telescopes in it"1" and r~ beams has shown that the 3~, - Q<j procedure

can be made the rnost efficient one *•(12)

The number ef pions produced in the target is obtained after

corrections for losses due to decay in flight and nuclear reactions

u 4 ) . These corrections are energy- dependent and add up to 20-40^.

The number of secondary reactions in the detector, which increases

rapidly with energy, sets the effective upper limit of pion

registration (80 - 90 Ke\r).

One more source of error occurs for TT~. When such a pion is captured,

a secondary particle, which stops in the next (downstreams)

scintillator, may be emitted. This results in a false ;3top signature

and the event is therefore lost in the off-line separation. A test of

the telescopes in n * beams ̂'^ showed that this loss was about 5#«

Absolute cross sections were finally obtained by measurements of the

beam current with a. Faraday cup-^ y. The flux was measured with 20^
accuracy. The beam flux war, continuously checked by a 3 element

plastic scintiliator monitor. The correction for dead tiine in the



data aquisition system was typically a few $ at large angles (̂
60°) ana 10-20?$ at 27°. The uncertainty in the absolute cross-
sections is estimated to be + C

This accuracy is supported by the high energy (3.p>60 MeV) proton

spectra, which were registered with all rejecting conditions off, and

found to be well in agreement with those obtained in ref.*11).

Purtheraore the TT+ spectra for ^2C + ^ C measured in an earlier

experiment^ ', are well within the 30^ uncertainty in the absolute

yield (fig. 2a).

The intensity of the full energy (85A MeV) beam was 5-10^ - 1-1010

ions/s. Sufficient counting rates could be obtained with thin
targets, i.e. 50-100 mg/cm2. The energy loss of the beam in the
target is thus < 2A MeV. One can also neglect the correction for
pions produced in secondary reactions by energetic nucleons from
primary collisions. The beam was also degraded to 75A MeV (fip/p at
PWHM is £ \%) and to 60A MeV with similar intensities as for 85A MeV.

In the experiment reported here, we studied * + and n emission from
85A MeV 12C induced reactions in 7Li (27°, 60°, 90°, 120°), 1 2C (27°,
60°, 90°, 120°, 150°) and 208Fb (27°, 60°, 90°, 120°). *+ and it- were
registered at 27°, 60°, 90° and 120° for 12C + 12C reactions at 75A
MeV and 60A MeV.

3. Experimental Results.

In fig. 2 we present the invariant cross-sections, 0/p)

for *+. The error bars account for the statistical- and efficiency
errors in each detector.

All energy distributions fall off exponentially from 40 ?feV up to the
limit of our measurements. The slope parameter (SQ, the apparent
temperature) given by the 90° cm. speccrjin is 17+2 MeV for ^C +
1 2C. This "temperature" is soaewhat larger than that for protons'^).

The slope of the 90° proton cm. spectrum gives ?.0=
4,å^ 2 MeV. At first



glance, this result seems to be in conflict with results at higher
beam energies, where protons give higher "temperatures" than
pions'15). This result has been explained as if pions and protons are
probing different regions of a participant gas due to their different
mean free paths ( *n < Ap }• However, for the pion- and proton
energies measured in cur experiments >-r -

 :'p and we could thus
understand the observed temperatures with the same interpretation as
in ref.^5*. Naturally, this interpretation requires that the thermal
description is relevant arid some of the results to be discussed in
this paper throw some doubt about this. In the picture of a classical
Boltzmann gas the highest possible temperature would be

_ 2/AiA?B<ytnHBn(A1-tAp) (D

E i n c is the beam energy per nucleon, A«(?) stands for the

participating beam(target) mass numbers and nn is the pion mass.

Evaluated for 1^C + 1?Q a+ S5A TfeV, zhe maximum equilibrium

temperature would be 1C WeV and both the inclusion of binding

energies and re ia t iv i s t i c corrections will result in lower

temperatures. The nigh "temperature" measured, indicates that pions

are emitted in pre-equilibriiur. processes, before complete thermal

equilibrium is reached.

~l

For the reaction 12C + 1ixfC the T + crosa-sections a re reduced a t 75A

MeV (fig. 2b) by a factor 3 - 4 compared to the cross-section at 85A

MeV and at 60A MeV by a factor 10 - 20.

The *~ cross-section3 shown in fig. 5, have larger uncertainties due
to the identification procedure. The 3lopes of the 9C° 1T~ spectra are
the sane as those for ̂  but significant differences in the absolute
yields are observed. These differiencer could originate from the
production rate itself or from Coulomb shifts. For the isospin-
symmetric **c+^ Ccöse the production rate of ̂+ and v~ should be the
sane. Thus the shift observed ( two times 5 MeV) could be understood
only as a Coulomb effect. Since we are discussing pions with large
velocities compared to any possible Coulomb source, we can neglect
focusing effects. The energy shift corresponds approximately to the
compound nucleus (i.e. A=24 , no compression) Coulonb potential.



Por the other two targets a small energy shift is seen in the

opposite direction (less r+ than -r for the sane energy)- If pions

are produced in the bulk of the target nucleus, the isospin weights

for the different production channels would imply a i,*/?* ratio of

(A-Z)/Z, i.e. a ratio of 1.33 for the ?Li and *-54 for the 208Fc

target. If, furthermore, compound nucleus Coulomb energy shifts are

introduced for the '% + 7j^ reaction the rrh+ ratio will be about

2.3, i.e. slightly larger than (A-Z)/Z. For the 12C + 208Pb reaction,

the result would be a very large *" excess (about a factor 7). Even

if pions are produced far out in the surface region, one could not

expect a neutron excess which is large eno'.igh to explain this ratio.

Neither is it possible to account for large deviations from (A-Z)/Z

due to structural effects in the recoil nuclei'1^. Thus it seems

necessary to consider a reduced effective Coulomb energy, unless the

differencies in the v~^ and n~ production rates due to the different

Perrai energies or the different absorption rates oi protons and

neutrons could account for sucft a large - ~ A + ratio ir. the picture of

UN collisions^3).

All curves in figures 2a-d represent the NN collision model

described in detail in ref.(8). These calculations are based on the

assumption of interactions between two diffuse nuoleon momentum

spheres. Momenta in light nuclei are described by harmonic oscillator
distributions and in heavy nuclei by Gaussian distributions. Pauli

blocking and pion absorption have been introduced and both these

effects decrease the absolute level of the cross-sections, e.g. in

^ C + 1^C with about a factor 5. It is important to notice that the

strong contribution from the TIN-» T a channels is included in the

calculations, and that the deuteron is treated in the nuclear

environment as two nucleons with the same m ^

The calculated invariant spectra follow the form of the experimental

spectra reasonably well, particularly for high energy pions. The

absolute level is reproduced withir; a factor of 2. foe '^C + ^ 0 .

This is a slightly different result than the comparison of another

NW-scattering calculation to Ne +• MaF cross-sections at 18JA MeV,

where some overeatimation in the calculations is reoorted-"^>.

The '^C + spectra (fig. ?d) are also reasonably well predicted



s
with a Gaussian internal momentum distribution for the -O^Pb nucleus.

The forward emission is underestimated at least by a factor of two

but this discrepancy may well fall within the uncertainty of the

absorption process1- •'. It shoula be pointed out tbat our data

indicates rather a less extended effective momentum tail than the

Gaussian prediction, in cont to the more extendedp ,

distributions"®' sometimes usea to describe 'backward production of

protons.

The shapes of the r + spectra fram ^ C + h*i are surprisingly well

reproduced by the calculations while there is an overestimate of the

absolute yield by a factor of 2-4 (fig. 2c).

In order to trace the relevant velocity of the pion production source

we show in fig. 4 a contour plot in the plane of tvn/air versus the

Lorentz invariant parallel velocity (rapidity! defined as

y=1/2 4n((E+iv)/(£-Tv)) In the nor-relativistie limit y = ^ and

Pj/iQir ~ Pn. In the plot, points of equal invariant doixbly

differential cross-section have been connected by contour lines. The

reaction displayed is '2C + ^0 at 35A Y.eN, for which the set of data

is most complete. The rapidity of tne bear, is 0.4 arid therefore ys

0.2 represents the rapidity of tne luc'ieon-nucieor; system and of

course also the nucleus-nucleus cm. system. It is clear frora fig. 4

that the emission, as expected, is syicanetric with respect to the

half-bearc velocity. In the figure we show a oontoar (solid curve) for

iaotropic emi3Sior. in the half bearr. rapidity trwe. One notices that

the experimental contours are not completely iaotropic and the

forward-backward peakinf neemp to be stronger rhan for hi^i ener^r

pion emission at higher energies^-'7,19;, However, as was pointed out

in ref.*1 ', at 185A XeV a slight forward - backward peakir^ appears,

for the low energy pions.

The pion production is al30 forward-backward peaked in the NN

calculation, dashed line for (1/p) d2o/c^dE - 0.075 nb/(sr TfeV2/c) in

fig. 4, as a net result of the input angular distribution ( a +

+ b cose), Pauli blocking and reabsorption. Dhe degree of anisotropy

is ir fact slightly stronger than that observea in the .mta.



In fig. 5 we 3how the angular distributions of v+ for all targets at

85A MeV in the laboratory system and the nuclecn-nucleon cm. frame.

The energy integration is done between 35 and 65 MeV and between 25

and 55 MfeV respectively. It is evident that the laboratory

distributions are more forward peaked for smaller target nuclei. In

the mean speed system, the symmetry, as observed in the contour plot

for ^ 2 Q + 12Q } is recognised. With a heavy target nucleus, the

angular distribution becomes strongly backward peaked, while the

opposite is observed for ^C + 7Li reactions. This should imply that

the average system, in which the errD.s8i.cn is symmetric, is slower

than the NN cm-system in the former case and faster in the latter.

However, it is not obvious that the observed asymmetry should be

interpreted as an effect of the velocity of the source. The pior.

reabsorption in the shadowing partj of the nuclei, and also Pauli

blocking, could cause asymmetry rv. the Wl o.a. frame. The KN

scattering model (curves in fig. 5b) gives at least qualitatively the

same tendency as seen in the data, although the strong suppression of

backward emission in ^C + n-1A. is not reproducer1.. One should bear in
mind that the available phase space for the nuoleons in the pion

producing NN scattering is confined to the end-caps of the internal

momentum spheres. Therefore also email charges in the Fermi momenta

of one nucleus in an asymmetric reaction may affect the angular
distributions drastically. This might be a reason for the drop of the

cross-section at backward angles for the f!i target. It should also
be noticed that the choice of the volume from which the pions are

assumed to start their penetration through the nuclei, is very

critical for the forward-backward asymmetry'&). The strong

suppression of the forward enissicn in '?0 + '^Pb collisions can, of

course, only occur if central collisions are dominating the scenario.

The total T + production cross-section if7 difficult to deduce from the

limited ranges of energies and angles measured. Assuming a power law

dependence of the cross-sect ion on AM ( Aji one finds 1/2 s n. z. 2/3

when comparing 12c an(j 20Spb at a:i rueaffured ar;gles. Such values of a

again imply that the croos-section. is dominated by central

collisions. Peripheral collisions would give '/5 (possibly below

1/3 due to pion reabsorption). A much stronger A-dependence (a > ")

is observed when comparing 7l/i ana 1 2C. Such a strong An dependence

could be attributed not only to different r.izes of the nuclei, but
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could again be a drastic effect cf t"- e smaller ?errai momentum of the

'Li nucleus.

In the recent experiment of C-rossa et ai.(20)f where the complete »°

cross-sections have been measured, it is suggested that o «

ApA^'J+byhp^, i.e. the complete participant part of the Ap + Arp

volume should be involved. Because of the low energy cut-off at 27

MeV in our experiment we cannot- properly test this suggestion which

would favour a collective production process.

4.Conclusions.

The TT+ and r~~ v i elds decrease with beam energy in the region 60A -

85A MeV as expected from the cotcbiriaMon cf available phase-space and

pion production cress-sections for free M scattering.

The experimentally observed cross-sections are generally well

understood in terms of an NN scattering model. Details in the angular

dietritrations are, however-, nnt iianediately reproduced by such a

model. The choice of the Fermi .noneatturt, -is well as the choice of the

roabsorption geometry (cine ovan free path), is too delicate to allow

the conclusion that there is a real, discrepancy between theory and

experiner.t. Anyhow, we observe that the apparent velocity of the pion

emitting aoarce seercs to be closer tc the nucleus-nucleus c m . system

than to the mean speed rs73ten.

If strong Coulomb effects (the compound nucleus Coulomb potential) are

taken into account, the T,~/r,
+ ratio for the light systems C^C + ^ C

and iCQ, +- 'Li; could be qualitatively understood if the neutron

excess in ?Li is considered. For the 206p0 target, however, a large

i\~ excess is observed. If we want to keep the strong Coulomb source,

which is typical for a pion producing process in the early stage cf

the reaction, it seenes necessary to consider tne different * + and TT"

production rates das to differences in the Fermi momenta for protons

and neutrons.
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The strong Am dependence in the cross-section indicates that
central collisions are dominating among the pion produoing events.

Experiments with neutron-rich and neutron-deficient isotopes,

especially for low energy pions, are necessary to achieve a better
understanding of the rr ~/r+ ratios.

This work was made possible because of financial support from the
O.E.N. Saclay and the Natural Science Research councils of Denmark
and Sweden. The support and interest from the BC machine group at
CERN were outstanding. Several enlightening discussions with Dr. M.
?rakash are acknowledged.
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Figure captions.

1. Schematic drawing of the telescope arrangement around the
scattering chamber (a) and one of the four (A-D) identical
plastic scintillator range-telescopes (b). The average energy of
pions stopping in the scintillators are presented.

Invariant, doubly differential cross-sections, (1/p) d2o/d2dE,
of K + emitted in r2C + T2C at 85A MeV (a) and at 75A JfeV (b).
The beam energy for the 12C + 'Li (c) and *^C + ^ F b (d)
reactions is 85A MeV. The curves are,flobtained from an
independent nucleon-nucleon scattering model*0'.

Doubly differential cross-sections (d2a/dndE) for J M -
emission at 90° from 12C + 'Li, "2C + 1ZC and 12C +
interactions at 85A MeV. The exponential curves are introduced
to guide the eye .

Contour-plot displaying TT+ from the 12C + 12C reaction in the
Pj/m-,, - rapidity plane. Each contour connects points of equal
invariant cross-sections. Neighbouring contour curves differ in
cross-sections by a factor 2. The dot-dashed curve, normalised
to the experimental cross-section at (y = 0.2, Pr/Drr = 0*86),
shows isotropic emission in the NN cm. system while the dashed
curve is the result of the NN scattering d l ^ 8

5» Angular distributions of n+ in the laboratory system (35 * E,, i
65 MeV) and in the NN c m . system (25 i E» s 55 MeV). The curves
are obtained from the NN scattering model' °).
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